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The role of Land planning in challenges of Anthropocene

Land take is one of the human activities that is changing inevitably the earth naturalness, moreover from
various related studies it is clear how humans are a major factor in transforming the landscape. These studies
also consider humans as geological and geomorphological agents, through settlement and widespread
industrialization and urbanization, and they lead to the recognition of a new geologic time unit known as the
Anthropocene. Indeed the Anthropocene is stratigraphically distinct from the Holocene and earlier epochs because the
ecosystem’s physical transformations, that can be measured in terms of their magnitude of impact and their rate, are
much more extensive and fast. (Ellis & Ramankutty, 2008; Ellis et al., 2010; Ellis, 2011; Ellis et al., 2013; Crutzen,
Stoermer, 2000; Crutzen, 2002; Price, Ford, Cooper and Neal, 2011; Hobbs, Higgs & Hall, 2013; Waters, 2016).

Moreover, according to consolidated scientific opinions, land use caused by urbanization is one of the main
causes of political and social conflicts (Plotkin, 1987) and altered environmental quality of land (Ellis &
Ramankutty, 2008; Sala et al., 2000).



Land take in Italy: models and trajectories
This study is part of the national
research that the University of
L’Aquila leads from 2006 and it
regards the processing of data on
Italian urban land transformation
over the past 50 years and the
effects in the areas of high
environmental vulnerability. The
historical data have been compared
from a qualitative and quantitative
viewpoint with the present-day
geography of settlements; this
comparison also shows the changes
found in today’s settlement-territorial
structure.
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Maps of the urbanized areas in Italy in the
(left) 1950s and (right) noughties.



The details of the used methods have already been described in various papers by Romano and Zullo (2010, 2012, 2014) during the
development of national research on land take which began in 2006.

The urbanized areas in the 1950s were extrapolated from homogenous maps of the entire country using an appropriate GIS technique,
in order to obtain comparable values for all Italian regions.
This is why, in the study presented we used Italian maps published on a scale of 1:25,000 by the Italian Military Geographical Institute
(IGMI) between 1949 and 1962 (Figure below).

Starting Data

These maps are part of the 25V Series,
plotted on a scale of 1:20,000, organized
in 3,545 elements (tables) 7’30” longitude
and 5’ latitude in size, in Gauss’s
conformal representation and part of the
national geodetic system (international
ellipsoid oriented to Rome Monte Mario -
ED40) with a kilometric grid in the
Universal Transverse of Mercator
conformal projection (ED50 European
data).
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(left) 1950s and (right) noughties.





Starting Data

• REGIONAL LAND
USE MAPS.

• CORINE LAND
COVER.

Typologies of soil
transformations.



Land take in Italy: models and trajectories
Data collected so far show a clear difference between the settlement patterns of the various countries; if worldwide it’s possible to talk
about “sprawl” (Gibelli & Salzano, 2006), in Italy and in some other countries (e.g. Balkans and Iberian peninsula) it’s more appropriate
to extend that terminology with a more appropriate and newly defined term.

Maps of the urbanized areas in Italy
in the (left) 1950s and (right)
noughties.

According to the Merriam-
Webster’s dictionary, urban
sprawl is “the spreading of
urban developments (as
houses and shopping
centers) on undeveloped
land near a city”. It turned
out that in Italy the urban
density values can be better
represented with another
indicator, which is still in a
development stage; it is called
“sprinkling” and it can be
defined as “a small quantity
falling in scattered drops or
particles”. The differences
between these two models of
urban pattern are shown in the
figure below.



Italian Urban Evolution

DU(1950’s) = 0,018

DU(noughties) = 0,068

In the 50’s 12 regions were under the average regional urbanization density and in the noughties 15
are also below the new average regional value.

The average urban density (DU), during the last 50 years, is increased quite much , by going from less
2% (in the 50’s) to almost 7% (in the noughties).



Italian Urban Evolution

In the noughties the Italian urbanized areas are about 2 millions of ectars (7% of enteir national territory) with:

• about 80 ha/day of land take speed.

• 3,71 of increasing rate (about + 1,3 ha in 50 years)

• The average per capita urbanization in the 50’s was nearly 115 m2/inh and in the noughties was about
360 m2/inh, according to the european average value.



Italian Urban Evolution

117% < DUrb < 247%

DPop < 0

261% < DUrb < 330%

11% < DPop < 66%

133% < DUrb < 162%

4% < DPop < 19%



Metropolitan areas

In Italy there are 9 metropolitan areas:

- 5 in the northen regions

- 2 in the central regions

- 2 in the southern regions



Metropolitan areas



Demo-urban Dispropotionality Index

Where:
Surb-I = urbanized area of the i-th territorial system considered
Surb = total urbanized area of the territorial system considered
Ninhab-I = number of inhabitants for the i-th territorial system considered
Ninhab = total number of inhabitants for the territorial system considered



Relationship between morphology and urbanized areas

At the top: Morphologic linearization models in the valley and hilly area of the adriatic coast (left) and of the alpine 
valley (right).

At the bottom: structural linearization and sprinkling models in the flat farming area (Padana’s plain)   



Relationship between morphology and urbanized areas

Increase of urban density along
the alpine valley in the last 50
years.



Relationship between morphology and urbanized areas

Increase of urban density along
particular section of italian
territory in the last 50 years.



Urban Evolution Models - Urban Dispersion Index

Where:
Nuc = number of urbanized nucleus
A = reference area (km2)

The UDI increases if new
urbanization is scattered in
the territory and not
interconnected (UDI+) while
it decreases if the new
parts are joined and linked
to existing one (UDI -)

In this case the UDI value
don’t change, because the
number of urbanized
nucleus is the same, but
the urban density (DU)
increases.

Evaluated, for all the italian regions, on a discrete 
grid composed of 1x1km square cells



Urban Evolution in the northern italian regions



Urban Evolution in the central italian regions



Urban Evolution in the southern italian regions and islands



Sprinkling Index

Evaluated on a discrete grid composed of 1x1km 
square cells.

Where:
xi e yi = coordinate of centroid for each polygon
x* e y* = mean center coordinate
R = radius of the circular area similar to the sum
of the total urbanized areas in a single cell



Sprinkling Index



Sprinkling Index



Conclusion
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Conclusion

The action, expressed in this figure, aims at the
recovering, at least in part, of the greater sustainability;
today it seems to be the only possible one to improve
the ecological environmental conditions and mitigate
hydrogeological risks for the coasts systems, now
saturated by buildings.

The authorities should take action by adopting tax, incentive policies for the conservation of residual free coast, using instruments that are
already in the testing phase in some European countries, but also through the systematic implementation of environmental rehabilitation
projects using abandoned areas.

It would be a good idea:
- to promote the systematic implementation of environmental rehabilitation projects using, for example, abandoned areas;
- to proceed with the total removal of derelict structures and the recovery of dunes and environmental continuity between sea and
hinterland.

It was possible to set up a map of the management
responsibilities on the municipal and regional levels for
the revising of future tendencies in urban planning in
terms of sustainable governance.



Conclusion
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